
  
 

 

 
 

 
Executive Board Meeting 

10/5/18 
 

Meeting called to order at 1:35 pm 

1. Roll Call and Introductions 

a. Each Board member was asked to share their name, College or University, position on the 

board, what animal you would be, and goal for the year in their position. 

b. Following Board Members were present: 

i. Jenifer Rosa, Matthew Foster, Matthew Lewis, Antonio Willis-Berry, Bob Jose, Kristen 

Pierce, Nathan Gordon, Kevin Conn, Greg Madrid, John Bragg, Shelly Keniston, John 

Conlogue, Heather Quire, Ryan Young, Trish Loring, Brittany Bookman, Brendon 

Goodridge, Ange Concepcion, Sonya Alexander, Zachary VanGelder, Dave Grimes, David 

Ferguson, Eric Benn, Sarah Fabianski, Melody Smith, Matthew McGrath, Vinnie 

Birkenmeyer, Abigail Smith, Colin Seifrit 

2. Expectations 

a. Trish: I am looking do some early one on one meetings via phone so that we can talk very 

specifically. Everyone has sent me some expectations that you have of me per my request. 

There was a real theme around communication and everyone had it in there one way or 

another. Sometimes things get hectic and crazy and if you need something from me make sure 

that you ask. I am going to be turning all the contact information into a contact sheet for 

everyone so that we can support each other in like-minded initiatives. 

What else I expect from you all is to show up at meetings both in person and on the 

phone. That’s not to say everyone is going to be at every event all the time because that is 

unrealistic. Be present as much as you can and do your position to the best of your ability. If 

you’re having trouble, ask for help. 

The goal for this year is for NEACUHO to continue to provide the services we do for our 

members. That’s why everyone is here and sitting around this table. To bring them a product 

that will improve their professional development, their learning, collegiality, support, and 

research. 

 

Trish: Would like to set up calls with everyone between now and the next meeting in 

November. With the goal of talking to everyone individually about your goals and the visions I 

have had about your position, and we have already begun to have some of those conversations 

so I don’t expect anything to be a surprise for anyone. These calls should take anywhere from 

10-20 minutes and will really be about figuring out myself and the other presidents can help 

you. 



3. History: 

a. Bob Jose recounted a brief history of NEACUHO as an organization. Bob has been involved in 

NEACUHO for 29 years. What he wanted everyone to take away from his time was that 

NEACUHO is not about the programs and committees, it is about the people, and the 

discussions and relationships. Bob explained that in his view our job as the Executive Board is to 

bring people together through our events. NEACUHO is a family, Bob told everyone about how 

the organization has rallied around him on multiple occasions, and wants everyone to 

understand that and remember that throughout the year. 

4. Break for picture and set up for heather. 2:19 pm 

a. Meting resumed at 2:28 pm 

5. Looking into last year 

a. Heather: As the Assessment Coordinator it is my job to assess the data, and that data comes 

from you all [the executive board] want to know about. Whether that be surveying all of the 

members that belong to a specific group for example mid-levels. Or the different conferences 

we offer throughout the year. 

 

Assessment packets for each event include a cover page, an executive summary, Google 

Analytics that help see data in a different way, and then if there is any opened ended feedback 

included all of the responses will be included. 

 

This year we have data from 9 conferences in the last 12 month term. With the exception of the 

Annual Conference that just ended today, there was not enough time to collect and process all 

of that data. 

 

i. ResOps: Response rate of 37%. Overall Satisfaction of the conference was 82%. 

Additionally, the key takeaways from that conference were, positive comments about 

networking and learning about how other institutions do ResOps. Attendees like 

learning best practices, different processes they can take back to their institutions. 

Learning groups could have had more structure but overall it was a positive conference 

experience. 

 

ii. RD2B at MCLA: 52% response rate. 

Heather: do you want me to list them all out or are we good? 

General Consensus: we are good. 

Heather: Understanding of learning outcomes. One thing we added this year was 

making sure we had learning outcomes for not only the conferences themselves but the 

sessions. Since we have done that we now have the percentages of understanding. Key 

takeaways were a high degree of satisfaction for all of the sessions, a high percentage of 

understanding for learning outcomes for sessions, the structure of the day seemed to be 

good and mentors request more instruction and expectations of the one on one 

mentoring portion of the day. 

 

iii. RD2B at University of Rochester: 30% response rate and satisfaction of all the sessions. 

All of which can be read because Greg is putting it up on the website.  



Key takeaways were a high degree of satisfaction for all sessions, a high degree of 

understanding learning outcomes over 85%, structure of the day seemed good, and 

mentor mentee time was highly satisfactory. 

iv. EDI: 40% response rate, an average years of experience of 8.61 for those who attended 

and gave a response to the evaluation. Key Takeaways- a variety of degree of 

satisfaction for each of the sessions ranging from 60%-97%, average understanding of 

learning outcomes was 76%, overall conference satisfaction was above 83%, and most 

of the breakout sessions were above average in satisfaction 3 of the 4 were above 80%. 

 

v. Mid-Level: 70% response rate. Response rates are getting higher which is good. Date 

comes from people and our data comes from you all so without you we have no data. 

Key Takeaways were a variety degree of satisfaction ranging from 67%-88%, average 

percentage of understanding was 69%, less than 80% of understanding of learning 

outcomes for all sessions. Attendees did like the mentor mentee time. 

 

vi. New Professional: 40% response rate, Key takeaways were a high degree of satisfaction 

ranging from 72%-84%, the average percentage of understanding of learning outcomes 

was 75%, numerous positive comments about lunch that day. Attendees like mentor 

mentee time. 

 

vii. ResEd: 61% response rate, average of years of experience of 6.2, overall conference 

satisfaction was 82%, Key takeaways, most sessions had a high degree of satisfaction 2 

sessions were below 69%, 5 sessions 70-79%, 8 sessions 80-89%, and 2 sessions above 

90%. Average percentage of understanding of learning outcomes was 80%, overall 

conference satisfaction was above 82%. 

 

viii. ToolKit Series: low response rate only 17 respondents of the 100 the survey was sent to. 

Overall satisfaction 71% Key takeaways, there was not enough responses to determine 

significance of data, presenters should try to engage the online audience more, 

presentations geared towards new professionals. 

 

b. Greg Madrid: For the website do we want something like that summary or do we want every 

single report with all of the full data. What do we think will be more valuable for everyone to 

see? 

John Bragg: if we put up a raw data and there is a presenter that isn’t reviewed well, will it 

deter people from giving real feedback. 

John Conlogue: summary data is better for the website and people can always request more 

information I cannot imagine most people wanting more than what is in the summary we just 

saw. 

Trish: I agree I think the executive summary out there for everyone. If there is someone doing 

research they can request data. That way we remain somewhat transparent but putting it all 

out there is too much. So maybe we can say that on the website, if you are looking for more 

information contact Heather. 

 

 



6. This Year 

a. Trish: We hope to have updates on MLI and new professionals soon we still don’t have a 

location for that yet. Because it is a site visit it needs to happen in that Albany area. I am trying 

to look at the membership list and trying to find a school in that area, I was thing about RPI if 

they are a member. 

Brendon: Union is in the area as well as Sienna. 

Trish: they were not members that was the problem there. 

John Conlogue: College of Saint Rose also have hosed in the past. 

 

b. Visiting UMass Amherst for RD2B, Bentley for ResOps, UHart for EDI, NHTI for RD2B, ResEd at 

Salve Regina in Newport, ACUHO-I in Toronto, Toolkit at Southern VT and NYU. The Desmond 

Hotel in Albany for the annual. 

 

c. Kristen working with the Senior Housing Officers and her goal is to engage them as mentors, 

participating in our events, doing presentations. But also learning what they want for their own 

development and how they want to learn it. Maybe developing some kind of event like a 

retreat of summit for that population. 

 

d. New Professionals and MLI is a good opportunity but also looking at seasoned RDs for 5-8 years 

and it becomes harder for them to find things to engage them as they spend time in the 

position and tasked Kevin for finding something them either a get together and meet the needs 

of all subsets of the membership. 

 

e. E-board meetings are often associated with events to make travel easier and to make it 

convenient. There will be phone meetings to ease travel for the organization.  

Kristen: Do we know what times meetings are? 

Trish: I am going to consult with Nate on that. Generally, what did you do? 

Nate: It would depend on location, if it is a central location we would start at 10:00 am 

would include lunch for people and goes until 3 or 4 pm depending on the agenda. If 

there is an event the next day we would have a hotel block. 

Trish: The next version of the schedule that I send out will have times on it. 

 

7. Treasurer Report:  

a. John Bragg: My job is to make sure that we always have money and that we don’t spend it 

improperly. I am going to talk quickly about our financial guidelines and then our budget for the 

upcoming year. 

 

As you heard yesterday in the business meeting we have between our reserve and operating 

budgets about $175,000.00 in our account. That will soon be significantly reduced as we have 

to pay the Marriott for the conference that just ended.  

 

We will be sending this document along our committee has been working on updating our 

financial guidelines especially with our transition to our new January to December fiscal year. 

The switch was made because before or fiscal year would have ended on September 1st when 

we had received all of the money for the conference but had not spent any money for the 



conference. Meaning we would end a year with a lot of money and then start a new year with 

no money. So this makes it much easier to track what is coming out of which budget. 

 

We are a Non-Profit organization which means our goal is to not generate profit and that 

everything we take in should be utilized for our own expenses.  So you will hear for our 

conferences and event we aim for budget neutral. We have made money on a lot of things in 

the past as you will see so that may be a point of discussion moving forward. 

 

We also do outside auditing and that is part of my job as well. We have many fail safes built in 

so that one person cannot spend all of the money, signatures are required, the treasurer is the 

only one who can write checks etc. 

 

We have two funds a reserve fund and the operating budget, most of our money goes into the 

operating budget. The reserve fund is the emergency fund and also contains the Legacy fund 

which can only be used for very specific purposes. 

 

We collect dues, conference registration, money from our cooperate partners through the 

compass program. And our Expenses are everything we have to pay for, food at conferences, 

parking, hotels, etc.… 

 

The annual budget is its one beast and I will work with the Conference Co-Chairs on that 

because it is a much larger version of our one-day conference budgets with much higher 

numbers. 

 

The most common thing you will see is credit cards and check requests. Check requests are if 

you need to pay a vendor for something. For example, if you are running a conference and need 

to pay the school for the food you bought or if you need reimbursement for something you 

bought. And you need two elected officer’s signatures on this before you give it to me as the 

treasurer or Sonya who will take my place in my absence. 

 

Ryan: One thing that we talked about as a change of practice and will reflected in this 

documentation that you all receive is that committee members cannot submit these requests. 

As Committee chairs you will need to know why and when people are spending money. So that 

people can keep track of their own money and make sure all of the money is accounted for. 

 

John: we also have a credit card request form, in general you won’t be using this. The three 

presidents, the parliamentarian, the treasurer and the treasurer elect all have credit cards that 

we can utilize to pay bills and expenses and there is a separate form for that. 

 

In general, what I would say about these guidelines is you want to read through them, they are 

like student handbooks you aren’t going to be reading through them until you are asking for 

money. Other general questions. The big question it institutional support, if your institution 

cannot support you financially to come to NEACUHO events and meetings you must submit a 

letter to me, from your supervisor saying the department cannot support you financially. If you 

don’t do this, you will not be able get money back and you must do that every year. 



If we have a meeting and there’s a conference the next day NEACUHO will cover a room for 

you. It is a double rate and you will have a roommate. Unless you indicate that you do not want 

a roommate and then you will have to buy out the other half of the room and reimburse 

NEACUHO for the other half of the room.  

 

We have a form budget for you all to use if you are running a conference. And the processes 

you propose the budget as you think it will happen. The treasurers and the finance committee 

will debate it and make a recommendation. The Approved budget comes from the board and 

that is when we come to the board.  You cannot promote your conference until you have 

approval from the board. You cannot publicize an amount of a registration fee without having 

board approval. At the end of the conference we will ask you to compile the actual numbers. 

Once again we are looking to be budget neutral.  

 

Trish: because of process and going to the committee and then to the board you must plan well 

in advance so that you have time to generate buzz and register for events. Don’t always wait till 

board meetings will often do online votes instead of waiting until next board meetings. 

 

8. Motion from Antonino to begin discussion of Officers Budget for the 2018 and 2019 year. 

Second by Dave grimes 

Vote: 10-0-0 passes 

 

John Bragg: Reviewed Revenues as outlined in the 18-19 budget. Are there any questions about 

the revenue sources? 

 

Antonio: Yes, how did you come up with the Compass Member ($25,000.00) and then is that 

Membership Dues ($15,840.00) similar to what it was last year? 

 

Matthew Foster: That is the number is what it was last year, and we did not reach that number 

last year we only reached $22,500 and that was due to the loos of a platinum level member and 

they bumped down to the gold level and then we lost a silver level for about a $3,000.00 loss. 

 

John B:  And to answer the membership question that was the revenue we drew in last year so 

that how we got to that number. 

 

John C: So that was the actual revenue from last year not the budgeted revenue? 

 

Ryan: that was the estimated based on the numbers and we are about ten short from that 

currently. 

 

John C: So both of those numbers are more than what we brought in?  

 

John B: Yes.  

 

John B: Reviewed Presidents Budget: See Budget. 



Nate: I did not give money to the placement exchange and don’t believe shelly or John did 

either, so is that something we need to do? It is a $1,000.00 and no one has requested it in a 

long time. 

 

Brittany: Can we explain what Placement Exchange we utilize this for? 

 

Nate: I know that in the past we had given it to the Western NY Placement Exchange and that 

came from a request to the board. 

 

Matt F: So what is the Para Professional Direct Support for? 

 

Nate: That is for RA conferences and when District Coordinators request it the President has a 

fund to pull from. 

 

Matt F: I would like to see that Placement Exchange money into the Para Professional Line Item 

and have our District Coordinators reach out and support these conferences and get our name 

out there and encourage our students to get involved in our organization. 

 

Trish: In our mission we say we want to support para professionals and here is a concrete way 

to do that without doing a lot of extra work. 

 

Brittany: Point of Information the Western New York Placement Exchange has ended as of last 

year and University of Albany is hosting a New York Placement Exchange in March and I had 

planned on approaching Trish and seeing if that money could be used for that. And since our 

conference is coming to that area in the fall of next year that could be a good opportunity to 

get our name out there in the New York Region. 

 

Shelly: There are a few Placement Exchanges and so we would need to be spreading that 

money out and supporting all of them. I think supporting undergraduate students becomes the 

more important thing. 

 

John C:  I want to make a friendly amendment to take the $1,000.00 in the placement 

exchange direct support and add that to the para professional direct support. 

  

Ryan: Seconded by Nate. Any discussion? 

 

Antonio: Is this something that need to stay in the president’s budget? Can it be moved to a 

different location? I think it should be in the budget, but I’m wondering if it should go 

somewhere else. I don’t know where, but does it belong in the president’s line? 

 

Trish: I see it as a gift of support on behalf of NECUHO and I think it coming from the President 

makes the most sense. 

 

Sarah F: I think what Antonio is asking is would that need a vote or can the president just decide 

which to support. 



John B:  If we approve the president to spend it then it would not require a vote. 

Vote: 6-2-1, vote passes 

John C: In the interest of making it fair across the regions. The District Coordinators should 

reach out and let these conferences know that there is money and support available. Also we 

should look at a deadline so that it is not a first come first serve and conferences in February 

loose out to ones in earlier. 

Dave Grimes:  There are conferences that are already paid for and happening in the next couple 

of weeks, so I think we need to make sure that we push the notification back or make it earlier 

so that everyone is on an equal playfield and not missing out because they have already paid 

for a conference. 

Trish: I think if conference asked for support even if bills were paid it would still help offset the 

expense and could still help. 

Vinnie: I think it should be similar to the legacy fund and there should be a form like any other 

grant funding. 

Matt F: If BACA comes to Trish October 1st and requests money it is still within Trish’s 

presidential year and in her budget cycle so she can still allocate that at that time even if BACA 

is happening after her term is over. So they may miss out this year but they will be able to get a 

jump on next year and still get help. 

Antonio: I still think it should leave the president and move to the Membership Coordinator. 

We can get to a place where we are submitting a form and putting it up for review why does 

the President get to say yes to one and no to another. It should be divided equally among the 

districts. 

Dave Grimes: Is there an RA Conference in ever District? Because then it is easy to divide it up 

equally but if there isn’t then its unequal equity among the districts. 

Eric: University of Southern Maine does a system wide Leadership Conference and that’s not 

just RA’s but they did approach me about asking for support.  

John C: As we talk about our Membership numbers trending downward, I’m wondering if we 

should talk about requests only being able to come from NEACUHO Member Institutions.  

Matt F: Make a motion for treasurer and/or treasurer elect to create guidelines for this 

specific process. 

Trish: Friendly amendment to make it the Finance Committee 

Matt: I accept amendment 

 

Ryan: Motion for finance committee to review and create guidelines for Para professional 

direct support budget line. 

Second by Brendon 

Discussion? - None 

Vote: 10-0-0 



 

Brittany: Annual Committee attend site visits and that comes at a cost of their own. They 

requested money in the past and were denied so can we cover that or figure out why they were 

denied? 

 

Nate: We did pay for committee members to attend the site visit last year. 

 

John B: Point of information – there are guidelines for committee travel such as distance and 

location. 

 

Ryan: Any further discussion on the Presidents Section? Seeing none let’s continue on. 

 

John B: Reviewed Past Presidents Budget: See Budget. 

 

Brendon: In regards to plaques and certificates and our change from June to October I know 

some awards went away or were in limbo. Does that reflect why the cost of awards was so low 

last year? 

 

Shelly: Yes, there were no qualified winners for some of our monetized awards like rising star, 

others. If all awards are funded and plaques are ordered and monetary prizes are allocated. 

There are some awards being replaced and the numbers are lower and that’s why we have to 

budget at that level in case we have to fund everything. 

 

Antonino: do we have any stars from this year. 

 

Shelly: no and there were no NHTI because the people who went were not from member 

institutions and so we did not give them any money. 

 

Ryan: I am one of the biggest advocates of RELI and it is for any NEACUHO Participant not 

Member. Being a host in the past NEACUHO writes a check for how many people from the 

region attended not by number of institutions. So I would encourage that be what we are doing 

that participants from member institutions are covered. 

 

John C: I think that has depended from year to year and I don’t think we have been as vigilant 

about that in recent years. 

 

Shelly: So we need to go back to that because this year we had three people from NHTI but 

they weren’t from member institutions so we didn’t give them money. 

 

John C: and I think that a perfectly legitimate restriction, if you are not from a NEACUHO 

Member Institution then you shouldn’t be getting funding from NEACUHO. 

 

John B: When we authorize things like STARS that authorizes this person to pay the expense 

without having to come to the board because they are preapproved. So if we take this out and 

want to fund someone then we will have to come back and have another vote on it. 



 

Matt L: Friendly amendment 650 time 4 is $2,600 not $2,500. 

 

John B: I accept. 

 

Brendon: So based off of everything Shelly was explaining about the awards and plaques we 

only spent $1,200 last time I would like to make a friendly amendment to move it back to 

$2,000 just to see if adding the awards raises it again. 

 

Shelly: We only spent $600 so we are still well over allocating. The $1,200 is if we fund 

everything. 

 

Matt F: For the case study winners $200 registration do we write an actual check to them or is 

that just a reimbursement? 

 

Ryan: If the person buys the registration the check goes to them if the institution buys it then it 

goes back to the institution. 

 

Matt F:  Can we change that to anticipated $200 registration? 

 

Ryan: It says that it is up to $200 so if they spend $250 then they only get $200. If they spend 

less, then they get the amount they spent. 

 

Antonio: Going back to the conversation about RELI and not giving funding to member 

institutions why is that not the case for these awards. 

 

Ryan: Nonmember can register at a higher cost to come to the conference and take advantage 

of all of the benefits that come with that and if a new professional comes and pays the higher 

cost why wouldn’t we support them and give them that recognition. 

 

Any other discussion on Past President? Ok let’s move to President Elect. 

 

John B: Reviewed President Elect’s Budget: See Budget. 

 

Dave Grimes: When we look at committee day and through this year and committee 

attendance isn’t up and that is something we want to do to boost next year committee 

attendance and it has been expressed that, that is something that people miss. 

 

John B: From a timing stand point next year’s committees will not be put together until after 

next year’s conference I think it is hard to do it. So I think we would have to do it after next 

year’s conference which wouldn’t happen in Trish’s term. 

 

Vinnie: From what I have heard is that committee numbers have been going down over the 

past couple years. So what about something focused on committee recruitment and make that 



a something we have resources behind. I don’t know if money is the resource or not to get 

more people involved in committees. 

 

Matt F:  Back when we had committee day it becomes difficult for people to travel in for one 

day just because of the size of the region. So I think we need to look at more creative ways to 

do committee day but maybe doing in online with GoTo Meeting instead of having people 

travel to another event. 

 

Ryan:  I want to remind everyone that there is a line in the President’s budget for committee 

recognition and there is nothing saying that, that cannot be used to recognize committee 

members or recruits.  

 

John B: Going along those lines I think a lot of what we are talking about can fall under the new 

initiatives line as well. 

 

John C: I think the in person day was moderately successful, but we were on a completely 

different schedule when the annual was during the summer. So I think moving to an online and 

figuring out how to do that would be a better use of time and money.  

 

Ryan:  Is there any more discussion on the President Elect Budget? Seeing none let’s move to 

the Treasurer. 

 

John B: Reviewed Treasurer Budget: See Budget. 

 

Ryan: any discussion? … Seeing none let’s move to the District Coordinator. I actually think the 

easiest thing to do is to talk about Membership Coordinator and the two district coordinators 

all as one group. 

 

John B: so last year the board decided to move al love the funding under the Membership 

Coordinator and works out to $250.00 per coordinator and they can request that from the 

Membership Coordinator. 

 

Eric: So the District Coordinators don’t do budgets? 

 

Ryan: correct. Any further discussion? Seeing non we will move on to the Secretary. 

 

John B: Reviewed Secretary Budget: See Budget. 

 

Ryan:  any discussion? … Seeing none I move to add into the discussion the addition of a 

Technology Coordinator Budget which includes the Google Business subscription for $1,800.00, 

the GoTo Meeting subscription for $500.00, the Website subscription for $7,200.00 and the 

Guidebook subscription for $1,500.00. 

 

Matt L: There was actually a mistake the website subscription is a 5 year subscription so we 

only need to budget for one fifth of that. 



 

Ryan: But we have already paid for it. 

 

Nate: We have already paid for the web domain name but the membership is an annual fee. 

 

Trish: So let’s give John a break to get that all typed into the budget. 

 

5-minute break at 3:58 pm. During the break one voting member left the meeting. Changing the number of 

voting members from 10 to 9. Quorum was retained. 

9. Meeting Resumed: 4:05 pm 

a. Ryan: Motion to approve the technology coordinator budget to the operating budget for 

approval. 

i. Seconded by Matt Lewis 

Ryan: Any discussion on adding it, not what it is or how the money is divided out but just adding 

it to the budget for further discussion? 

Vote: 9-0-0 passed. 

 

b. Ryan: Discussion on tech coordinator budget. 

John B: Your Membership is our website, GoTo Meeting is what we use for our phone 

conference calls, Guidebook for our conferences, and Matt do you want to talk about Google 

for Business? 

Matt Lewis: There are a lot of reasons we want to move to the Google Business App Suite one, 

it allows us to be more transparent sharing information between the regions and the 

membership. It also allows for more continuity between positions. It allows us to setup a static 

email address for each E-Board position so instead of using your institutional email you would 

be able to use this one email address. This way if you leave during your term the membership 

can still email treasurer@neachuo.org and not have to go find who the new treasurer is and 

find a contact for them. Also once we have full integration we might be able to get rid of other 

things like GOTO Meeting because Google allows for that but while we are in the process we 

still need those other things. 

 

While Guidebook is expected to be built into the budgets of the conferences that are going to 

be using it, we are also cognizant of access and if we are doing these student leadership 

conferences that we are providing this tool to those conference chairs. And if they wanted to 

use that everyone attending the conference would have to eat that $5 cost of the download 

through their registration fee. So we hope by having a pot of money allocated for that a specific 

conference can ask for it and we will have it to support them. 

 

Nate: For the minutes later on we have to have a conversation about who is going to be 

responding to those minutes. We do have the NEACUHO at Google Group email address and 

that does require some response. So we would need some executive board expectations about 

responding to those questions. 



 

c. Ryan: Do we have a motion to accept the 2018-2019 Officers Operating Budget? 

Motion by Brendon Goodridge second by Sonya Alexander. Any Discussion? 

 

John B: Point of information that would make our total $75,675.00 

 

Ryan: Also as mentioned in the business meeting at the conference it is important that our 

reserve match one year of our operating budget. So as we roll over to the next fiscal year we 

should be looking to move funds into the reserve while keeping a little cushion in the operating 

budget. 

 

Nate: When will budget go into effect? There are still bills coming in from this year’s 

conference.  So if we vote today to pass it how does that effect spending money and still being 

able to close out last year’s budget? 

 

Ryan: This would go into effect and we could start spending now. We still have to close out the 

budget, resolve all of that and can still close out the budget. We have just given permission to 

this new group to have the money ready to go. And there will always be an overlap. Moving 

forward now that we have changed our fiscal year to match our calendar year. Any more 

discussion. 

Vote: 8-0-1 vote passes. 

10. New Business: 

a. Ryan: Any new business? 

i. No new business. 

11. Parliamentary procedure 

a. Ryan: Your name tags have quick reference guide and formal voting will primarily happen in old 

and new business. I will be creating and following a speakers list so make sure you get your 

name is on the list by raising your hand. If you have a new point of discussion you can yield your 

speaking time until it is appropriate to change the direction of the discussion. Just make sure to 

let me know that you have a new point and I will come back to you when we are ready for a 

new point. 

 

Ryan: We have 10 voting members this year which means that Trish is the tie breaker in the 

event that we need it. 

 

Ryan: Voting online will be moved to a Google Doc in an effort to prevent a reply all chain. As a 

Google Doc the person proposing it can create the document and then can monitor it for 

discussion and questions. Once that has concluded we can then use a Google Form for voting. 

 

Ryan: I also have a little booklet from my undergrad that I will be scanning and sending out for a 

reference guide on Parliamentary Procedure. 

 

 

 



12. Next Meeting: 

a. Trish: Next time we will be discussing a few different things. First will be the possibility of a 

multi-year ACUHO-I agreement. So District Coordinators that may be something you want to 

reach out to your membership about and ask for any concerns. I need to do some research and 

send out why I think we should do it. Right now we do it yearly, and every year we vote on it 

and every year we do it. To my knowledge there has been no interest in disassociating from 

ACUHO-I so I think it just makes more sense to do a three-year agreement with them. 

 

I want to calendar our year next time, Nate did it last year as the President and it was really 

helpful. We have conference planning guides and so I want to go to the calendar and count 

backwards so all due dates and deadlines are on there for everyone to see and speed up the 

process. We can then create a Google Calendar with all that information on it so that it is 

available.  

 

Next time I also want to talk about sexual and general misconduct policy. We have our ethical 

agreement that we all signed today but ACUHO-I has spent a lot of time this summer talking 

with the regional leaders about a sexual misconduct policy. Some regions have written a sexual 

misconduct policy but I’m not certain that that is the best thing for us but that’s why we will 

have the conversation. I believe we can add a one or two words to our existing Ethics 

agreement and that will be a lot simpler. 

 

MAPS (Mentoring and Advancing Paraprofessional Staff) is a program designed to happen at 

the annual conference for undergrads. Gives them a chance to come to our conference, we do 

programming for them, they do some volunteering for us. It was introduced one year and ran 

one year and then it has gone away. Dr. John C. pointed out that in our mission we are 

supposed to be doing something for paraprofessionals. So what does that mean and who is in 

charge of it? 

 

Finally, we will talk about ResOps and normally we would do Board reports but we all just 

started last night so no one has a report yet. But I will acknowledge that people have already 

begun working behind the scenes and would be able to give reports if we were doing that 

today. 

  

b. Greg Madrid: So the website it already updated with everyone on it. I used old headshots if I 

had them but if that is not what you want please let me know. For District Coordinators I also 

need a little something that goes up on our pages letting people know what is going on in your 

area and your plans for the year. 

 

Trish: Yea I want to do a little something to, but it won’t be a video. 

 

Greg: I just want to have the most up to date information out there, so if you all can get it to me 

sooner rather than later that would be great. And I have all of the event pages ready to go so as 

soon as we are ready those can go up on the website as well. 

 



Trish:  Yes and they cannot begin registration with the approval of the budgets so be on the 

lookout for that to happen quickly because the events are around the corner. Anything else for 

the good of the order? 

 

Melody Smith: When can I expect to have the RD2B Budget approved? I don’t want to have to 

wait and then only be able to open registration for a week and no one knows when it is because 

we haven’t had time to get everything approved. I was told to wait until the budget was 

approved before sending out a save the date, so I just don’t want to set us up for failure. 

 

John B: We would need to look at doing it next week in order to get it turned around. 

 

Ryan: is there any reason we can’t do the save the date with the registration fee? 

 

John C: Do you know what the rate is that you need to charge? 

 

Melody: I used the same rate as last year. 

 

John C:  is there any reason to believe that is going to need to change? 

 

Melody:  No 

 

John C: So if we approve the rate you can send the save the date and then you can adjust the 

budget to accommodate that rate. So we can get something on the books today and you can 

get started and we can get the budget approved next week. 

 

Nate: Is the budget ready to go? 

 

Ryan: it is based off of last year’s budget and has not yet been updated to reflect the 

membership of this year. We don’t know how many hotels and food are needed and so we 

need to be able to reflect those pieces. 

 

Antonio: I understand that but we cannot wait it is only a month away. I think for the sake of 

our membership we cannot wait until two weeks before to get this out I think we need to do it 

today. 

 

John B: Point of Order I think that a motion needs to be made. 

 

Ryan: So John suggested approving the rate not the whole budget to allow you to move 

forward. Or we can approve the whole budget and go through the process we just went 

through. I cannot guarantee that we won’t lose quorum is people have to leave. Is there a 

motion? 

 

Brendon:  So if we approve just the rate does that mean that she can move forward with the 

save the dates and registration? 

 



Ryan: yes. 

 

Brendon: I make a motion to approve the rate for the RD2B conference coming up next 

month. 

 Seconded by Nate. 

Ryan: Is there a friendly amendment as to what that rate would be? 

Melody: I make a friendly amendment to make the rate $25. 

Brendon: I accept the amendment. 

Dave Grimes: Is there also a rate for staff members or advisors? 

Ryan: It was $15 for staff or advisors 

John B: Point of order a second needs to be made 

Ryan: There is a motion to approve a registration rate of $25 for attendants for the fall RD2B 

at UMass.  

Second Nate 

Ryan: So a friendly amendment to include a $15 registration fee for professional staff or 

advisors. Any discussion?  

Seeing none there is a motion to approve a registration fee of $25 for attendants and a $15 

fee for Professional staff advisors for the fall RD2B at UMass Amherst. 

Vote 9-0-0 passes 

 

13. Matt F: motion to adjourn the meeting. 

a. Second Antonio 

Meeting Adjourned at 4:29 pm. 


